
 
MindSonar Cyber Security Policy 

Policy brief & purpose 

MindSonar’s cyber security policy outlines our guidelines for preserving the security of our 
data and technology infrastructure. 

Technology to collect, store and manage information, is at the heart of MindSonar. Human 
errors, hacker attacks and system malfunctions could cause financial damage and 
jeopardise MindSonar’s reputation. Being careful and attentive, maintaining good cyber 
protection and keeping the MindSonar system running smoothly, will allow us to relax and 
focus on our main task: understanding, coaching, teaching and managing people. 

Scope 

This policy applies to all our Distributors, Professionals, Developers, and anyone who has 
permanent or temporary access to our systems. All MindSonar Distributors, Professionals 
and Developers are obliged to protect MindSonar data. 
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Protect personal and company devices 

We advise our Distributors, Professionals, Developers to keep both their computers, tablets 
and cell phones secure. They can do this if they: 

● Keep all devices password protected. 

● Choose and upgrade a complete antivirus software. 

● Ensure they do not leave their devices exposed or unattended. 

● Install security updates of browsers and systems monthly or as soon as updates are 
available. 

Keep emails safe 

Emails often host scams and malicious software (e.g. worms.) To avoid virus infection or data 
theft, we instruct our Distributors, Professionals and Developers to: 

● Avoid opening attachments and clicking on links when the content is not adequately 
explained (e.g. “watch this video, it’s amazing.”) 

● Be suspicious of clickbait titles (e.g. offering prizes, advice.) 

● Check email and names of people they received a message from to ensure they are 
legitimate. 

● Look for inconsistencies or give-aways (e.g. grammar mistakes, capital letters, 
excessive number of exclamation marks.) 

If a Distributor, Professional or Developer isn’t sure that an email they received is safe, they 
are advised to Google the email subject line. Websites run by anti-virus software companies, 
like sophos.com keep a detailed record of hoaxes, phishing mails and other threats and will 
usually identify a malicious email quickly. 

Fishing emails 

In the past fishing emails have been sent, supposedly coming from a MindSonar e-mail 
address, signed with names of people that have never been employed by MindSonar Global.  
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So if you receive an email supposedly coming from a MindSonar e-mail address be aware of 
these signs of phishing: 

● Signed by people you have never heard of before in the MindSonar context. 

● Instead of directly addressing you, using generic names like “Dear Distributor” or 
“Dear Customer”. 

● Showing unusual phrases, spelling, capital letters and so on. Unusual syntax is also a 
sign that something is wrong. 

● Use of alarming wording (such as saying your MindSonar account has been hacked) 
to trick you into moving fast. 

● Asking you to contact them regarding some financial matter, either payments due or 
checking your account or even receiving some payment. 

If you receive a suspicious email, do not respond to it and send it to MindSonar Global. 

Manage passwords well 

Not only should passwords be secure so they won’t be easily hacked, but they should also 
remain secret. For this reason, we advice our Distributors, Professionals and Developers to: 

● Choose passwords with at least eight characters (including capital and lower-case 
letters, numbers and symbols) and avoid information that can be easily guessed (e.g. 
birthdays.) 
 
If you are not sure of the strength of your password, please check it here. 

● Exchange credentials only when absolutely necessary. When exchanging them in-
person isn’t possible, Distributors, Professionals and Developers should choose the 
phone instead of email, and only if they personally recognise the person they are 
talking to. 

● Change your passwords regularly. 

● Remembering a large number of passwords can be daunting. We recommend a 
password management tool which generates and stores passwords. A well reviewed 
password tool is f.i. Dashlane, which has a free version.  
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● The premium option of Dashlane can monitor the dark web to see if your email 
address and other information has been gathered in a data breach and sold. This 
service will then send you a warning. Alternatively, you can go to the free Firefox 
Monitor page regularly to check if your passwords have been compromised. 

Transfer data securely 

Transferring data introduces security risk. Distributors, Professionals and Developers are 
urgently advised to: 

● Avoid transferring MindSonar Profiles to other devices or accounts except of course 
for downloading the profile to their computer and sending it to their client . Avoid 
mass transfer of profiles at any time.. 

● Share MindSonar Profiles over secure networks and never over public Wi-Fi’s like in 
restaurants or hotels.  

● Report scams, privacy breaches, hacking attempts and phishing attempts to 
MindSonar Global, e-mail: jh@iepdoc.nl. 

We advise our Distributors, Professionals and Developers to report perceived attacks to 
MindSonar Global a.s.a.p., 
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